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LLP Group implements Infor SunSystems financial 

system for Almanac Hotels at premier 5-star hotels 

LLP Group has seamlessly implemented the 

financial system Infor SunSystems at two luxurious 

5-star hotels – the historic Esplanade Hotel Zagreb 

and the iconic Almanac Palais Vienna Hotel. Both 

hotels are operated by Almanac Hotels Group, 

which operates luxury hotels across Europe. 

The implementation process, which commenced in 

2022, brought improvements to the financial 

operations and has significantly eased the reporting 

process for Almanac Hotels. At the Almanac Palais 

Vienna Hotel, Infor SunSystems was introduced as a 

brand-new system after the hotel underwent 

extensive reconstruction, leading to its grand 

opening. Meanwhile, at the Esplanade Hotel 

Zagreb, Infor SunSystems replaced the existing 

system Scala. 

The primary driving force behind the adoption of 

Infor SunSystems software at both hotels was to 

consolidate all financial functions into a single, 

centralized platform, providing Almanac Hotels with 

comprehensive financial numbers, KPIs, and 

reporting capabilities across their properties. Years 

back, LLP Group also helped implement SunSystems 

at the Almanac X Alcron Prague hotel. LLP Group’s 

expertise in local statutory requirements ensured 

that SunSystems was effectively localized for both 

hotels, meeting all necessary legal compliance. 

SunSystems version 6.2 is interfaced with other 

systems, such as the Opera hotel system. 

Additionally, LLP Group implemented its own Bank 

Payment System which efficiently handles outgoing 

payments and incoming bank statements between 

the hotel banks and Infor SunSystems. 

Moreover, at the Almanac Palais Vienna Hotel, LLP 

Group introduced the expense management 

system, expense@work, streamlining the entire 

expense approval process. 

LLP Group’s successful implementations at the 

Esplanade Hotel Zagreb and Almanac Palais Vienna 

Hotel add to their extensive portfolio of high-profile 

hotel projects. 

 

 About LLP Group 

LLP Group provides business consulting and software 

services to local and international companies throughout 

Europe, North America and Mexico.  

LLP is a reseller of Infor SunSystems, Infor d/EPM,  

HxGN EAM, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Pivotal, 

expense@work, time@work and forms@work.  

Our clients include: Accor Hotels, Air BP, Colonnade 

Insurance, HBO, Howden ČKD, KPMG, Marriott Hotels, 

Menzies Aviation, MetLife, PwC, Wood & Company and 

others. 
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